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Abstract
The current study was designed to obtain rel iability and va lidity data for the
Prosodic Cues Test, an instrument developed to examine an individual's ability to
perceive prosodic cues in language. Prosody is the use of variations of vocal tone , pitch.
stress. tim ing, loudness. and rate of speech to lend emotion to human vocalizations.
Mood and attitude of the speaker can be determi ned by prosodic cues in speech.
Participa111s in the current study were 96 college students (females=83 . males= l 3). drawn
from classes at Austin Peay State University. The participants were administered the
Prosodic Cues Test, Seashore Rhythm Test. Speech-Sounds Perception Test, and a
behavioral self-report measure. The results of the current study have been used to
determine the reliability and validity of1he Prosodic Ci1es Test to assess an individual's
ability 10 perceive prosodic cues in human speech. Based on the data gathered in the
current study. a script for a shorter. revised vers ion of the instrument has been created.
The Prosod ic Cues Test. Revised script contains 30 statements. T he 5 most valid and
reliable ponrayals of each emotion were included in the script for the revised instrument.
The ulti m ate use of the Prosodic Cues Test is to assess whether school-age children wit h
behavior disorders have more difficulty perceiving prosodic cues in speech than a
comparison group of normal children.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
A recent review of the literature revealed that the study of prosody represents a
significant frontier. The word '·prosody" is derived from the Greek word " prosoida··
which means "song sung with accompaniment" (Merewether & Alpor1, 1990). Prosody is
also known as ··1he melody of speech" (Baltaxe & Simmons, 1985). Prosodic feat ures
ca rry information regarding the speakers' emotional state or the conlext ofa vocalization
(Merewetber & Alpert).
Studies of prosodic perception began with Oimitrovsky in 1964. Since then, most
researc h has focused on the development of prosodic perception abilities in children and
how to create prosodically appropriate synthesized speech. Prosody is a complex area of
investigation and views differ on a number of issues, including the best methods of study
(Ba ltaxe & Simmons. 1985 ). Research in this area is limited partiall y because no
commercia lly available measure currently ex ists to assess participants· perception of
prosodic cues in content-neutral vocalizations. As a result. researchers are forced to
create their own measures. whic h somewhat limits comparison of measures of prosody in
the historical and current research literature .
A review of the literature revealed con nicting ev idence on w hich emotions
arc most accurate ly identified by partic ipants in studies on prosody. It is unclear if
negative e motions (sadness, anger) or positive emotions (happi ness) arc more accurately
identified. T his could be due to structural differences in the measures. for examp le: how
many emotions were portrayed: the number of vocalizations in the measure: if male

and/or female voices were used: if vocalizations were portrayed by profess iona lly trained
actors; and if vocal izat ions were content-neutral. Since no measure in the literature is the
same on each of the above variables, it is possible that results gathered by resea rc hers may
d iffer not because of the construct measured but because of con founding variab les.

PcOnition of Terms
~ - t h e use or variations in vocal tone or pitch. st ress. timing, loudness. and
ralC in speech used primarily to denote emotional emphasis .

Objective
T he objective of the current study was to obtain initial reliability and va lidity data
for components of the Prosodic Cues Test, an instrument designed 10 examine an
individua\"s ability to perceive prosodic cues in content-neutra l sentences. After reliability
and validity data for the Prosodic Cues Test was obtained and evaluated. the test was
revised 10 delete those items found to be least appropriate . In the futu re. the Prosodic
Cues Test w ill be used to assess chi ldren wi1h behavior problems, to determin~ if they
have more difficul ty perceiving prosodic cues in speech than normal chi ldren. Based on
the literature, it appears that children with behavior problems may possess defici1s in
emotional understanding (Cook. Greenberg. & Kuschc. 1994). Ifit is found
that some children wi th behavior problems have defic its in emot ional u nderstanding.
prevention and treatme nt programs could be developed fo r chi ldren with sign ifica nt
behavior problems or at-risk fo r such problems based o n prosod ic ckficits. Such program s

might teach children about emotions and emotional understanding, as well as prov ide them
with the necessary monitoring skills to adequate ly perceive emotions, which might in turn
improve behavior.

CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature

Measurement of nrosodv
According to Baltaxe and Simmons (1985), it is difficu lt to determine how a
listener uses prosodic cues and combinations of cues to identify pa rt icular emo1iona l
states, such as happi ness, sadness, or anger. What is ce rtai n is that utlerances wit hout
prosody are impossib le (Cutler & Swinney, 1987).
Scherer (as cited in Frick, 1985) noted that anger. happ iness, and fear are all
characterized by a fast ra1e of speech. increased loud ness. and increased pitch. Frick
( 1985), in a review, found sadness to be corre lated with low pitch and slow rate. Anger
was found to correlate with higher pi tch in some stud ies. and lower pitc h in other studies.

Frick suggested 1hat the discrepancy was a result o r two different prosodic vocalizat ions
bei ng labeled as angry. frustration and threat. According to Frid:. the frus tration type of
anger appears to be expressed with a higher pi1ch. Frick also no1ed that the 1hreat type of
anger appears to be expressed with a normal pitch that is often perceived as lower pitch.
fr ick postulated that utterances expressing a lack of emot ion (i.e .. neutral) may be spoken
more quickly than vocalizations expressi ng emot ions. Frick concluded that the act of
expressing emotion may slow speech.
Dimi trovsky (1964) developed an instrument for her study on perception of
prosody that cons isted of24 items spoken by a male and a female speaker. Three
examp les of each emotion (anger. happi ness, love. and sadness) were expressed in a

standard paragraph of verbal content by the speakers. Similarly, Bonebright. Thompson.
and Leger (1996) used three trained actors and three trained actresses to each read two
stories of neutral content whi le portraying the emotions of fear, anger, happiness. sadness
and neutrality. Dunn, Brown, and Beardsall ( 1991 ), in their study of perception o f
emotion, used the Rothenberg Test of Social Sensitivity. The Rothenberg Test of Social
Sensitiv ity cons isted o f four audiotape recorded interac1ions of a man and a woman
displaying the emotions of happiness, anger, anxiety. and sadness. Pai1icipants were
instructed to concentrate on the woman in two of the scena ri os and the man in two of the
scenarios and then decide which emotion was being portrayed by the person on which
they were concen trating .
Several studies used female voices 10 generate emotional voca li zations . Baltaxe
( 199 1) used one college educated fema le speaking IO different phrases. The phrases were
spoken four times each by the speaker who used the emotions of anger. happiness.
neLnrality. and sadness. Marcell and Jeu (1985) created an instrnment involving 12
samples of emotional speech generated by six female college students. The same passage
,,·as spoken in French with a happy. angry. sad. or fearfu l tone. Johnson. Emde. Scherer.
and Klinnert (1986) developed an instrument that had a single actress speaking the same
semantical ly neutral sentence with four different emotions (joy , sadness , anger. and fear.)
In another study that used a female speaker, four vignettes depicted interactions
between a mother and child. The vignettes ended with a neutral phrase depicting the
mothers· response. wh ich was expressed with ei ther anger, happiness. or neutrality. In
half the vigne!lcs. the sit uation and vocal tone were consistent, and in half the situation

and vocal tone were inconsistent (Dunn et al., 1991).
Courtright and Courtright ( 1983) used on ly male voices in the development of
their instrument, the Measurement of Vocalic Sensitivity. In the Measurement of Voca li c
Sensitivity, three actors spoke three complete sentences of emot ional content with four
different emotions (happiness. anger, love, and sadness).
Another st udy on perception of emotion utilized the Kl1sche Affective lnter\' icwRcvised (Cook ct al.. 1994). The Kusehe Affective Int erview-Revised asks participants
to identify five emotions (happiness, sadness, anger. fright. and jealousy) in themselves
and others by means of the questions '·How do you know when you are feeling _

_ ?"'

and -- 1-1 ow do you know when someone else is feeling _ _ _ ?"
In all of the stud ies desc ri bed. measures were developed to sui t the need s of
researchers investigating perception of emotion. As a result. no two measures depicted
emotions in the same way.

Develonmcntal Issues
Knowledge of prosodic development is somewhat limited (Baltaxc & Si mmons.
1985). In a review of the li terature. Baltaxe and Simmons noted that some researchers
argue that there is a biologica l basis for perception of prosody, whil e others feel that
prosod ic perception is learned from the socia l environment. ln support of the biological
view. Baltaxc and Simmons noted that, from birth. infants are sens itive and react ive to
the quality o!'othcr·s feelings. especia ll y those expressed in the voice. Child re n's
idcntilication of emot ional meaning in voca l-verbal expression appears to become 1nore

accurate w ith age (Dim itrovsky, 1964; Hortacsu & Ekinc i. 1992). Whe1her th is is due to
biological or socia l factors is 1101 clear. As ch ildren mature, percept ions of emotions by
prosodic cues become more salient than perception by context (Baltaxe & Simmons).
The presence o f emo1iona l and behavioral problems, learning disa bilities, o r language
impairment s may infl uence the perception of affect ex pressed prosodically (Baltaxe.
199 1; Cook ct al. , 1994: Trauncr, Ballantyne, Chase, & Tallal , 1993).
Differences in children's abilities to recogn ize and understand other' s fee lings are
important. yet we know relat ively little about the development of this ability . Wh ile earl y
infl uences within the fa mil y have a major impact, the natu re of1 he influence is not we ll
understood (Cassidy. Parke, But kovsky, & Braungar1, 1992).
Cou rtright and Court right ( 1983) compared chi ldren with language disorders and
no rmal children in terms of thei r abil ity to interpret emot iona l meaning fro m the voca l
cues of an adult speaker. Th is study noted that it is impossible to commun icate ora lly the
content ofa message wi thout the conco mitant use of vocal cues. Forty•nine children (33
boys. 16 girls) ages 3 to 7 years. participated in the study. Twenty. five of the participants
were diagn osed with a language d isorder. The instrument, the Measurement of Vm:alic
Se nsiti vity. was developed by the authors for the purpose o f this study. The Measurement
of Voca li c Sens iti vity (MOVS) used three male voices speaki ng one co mplete sentence
wi th neutral content, and vocal cues of happiness. anger. love. and sadness, fo r a to1a\ o f
12 ve rsions o f the sa me sentence. Three professional actors were hi red to record the
1apes. Participants pointed to a photograph wh ich matched their percept ion of the
reco rded emo1ional express ions. The photographs were of three males. and wen:

developed for training people in recognizing emot ions from facia l expressions. Conient
valid ity of the MOVS was assessed by pretesting a group of undergraduates. The pretest
part icipants were adult, native English speakers. Based on the results of the pretest. the
MOVS was found to be a valid indicant of abi lity to interpret vocal cues of emot ion.
Courtright and Courtright (1983) found that children with diagnosed language
disorders were less sensitive to vocal cues of emot ion than were the ir peers wi thout
language disorders. The authors tentatively explained the differences wi th a theory that
chi ldren with language disorders may perceive vocal cues accurate ly but do not possess
the abil ity to associate the cues with the appropriate emotion. Courtright and Courtright
discovered that children ·s ability to accurately identi fy the vocal cues of emotion ,·aried
greatly depending on wh ich emotion was being expressed. Bot h groups of participants
were relat ive ly accurate at identifying emotions with a negative valence (anger. sadness)
and less successful in recognizing happiness. In a review of the li terature. Co urtright and
Courtright found that ch ildren of all ages have a tendency to accurately identify emotions
of a negative va lence, such as sad ness and anger. more frequent ly than they acc urately
identify happ iness.
In a review of the li terature. Com1right and Courtrigh t ( 1983) noted that research
to date suggests that adu lts do not have the tendency to more accurately ident ify negative
emotions. Interesti ngly, these results are somewhat in conflict with Baltaxe (199 1). who
found that while anger was accurate ly identified to a signi ficant degree, happi ness was as
we ll . The confl icting find ings could be a result of the gender of the ac tors and actresses

portraying the emoti ons in the different studies. Courtright and Courtright used mal e
vo ices for the vocalizations, while Baltaxe used a fema le vo ice.
Bonebright et al. (I 996) studied I 04 undergraduates who listened to 120 contentneutral passages recorded by six tra ined actors and actresses (three males, three fema les).
The actors and actresses portrayed the emotions of frigh t, anger, happiness, sadness, and
neutrality. Results of the study indicated that participants accura tely predicted actors·
anger statement s and actresses' happy statements. Courtright and Courtright"s ( 1983)
finding that anger was more accurately ident ifi ed than happiness may be a result of their
use o f male actors. Sim ilarly, Baltaxe's (199 1) use ofa female actress may have res ulted
in her finding of happiness being perceived to a signifi cant degree.
Baltaxe ( 199 1) stud ied 10 children . ages 39

10

48 months, to determine if young

childre n perceived affective intonation patterns in speech expressi ng the emotions of
happiness. anger, sadness, and neutrality. Ten vocalizations for each emot ion we re
recorded by a female speaker. Participants were pretested by accurately identifying
no rmal (neutral ). happy. sad and angry expressions in blac k and whi te, two-dimensional
drawin gs of'male and fe male faces. Once all participants cou ld accurately identify all
expressions, the study was continued. Participants matched the emotional tone o f the
sentences to the appropriate facial expression in the drawings of the male and fe male
fa ces. All fo ur emotions were perceived with a signiricant degree of accuracy. however,
angry and happy were identified correctly more accurately than neutral and sad. The
tape- record ing was stopped after each utterance to give part icipants time to make a
decision as to which emot ion was being portrayed. Finall y, more than half of all
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mispercieved intonat ion defaulted into the happy category. The authors hypothesized that
children view the world around them in an opti mistic light, and may therefore perceive
what they hear more often as happy. Another explanat ion could be that whe n doubtfu l
about identifying a specific intonat ion pattern, chi ldren may have simply preferred the
happy face. T his study fou nd no significant differences on overall test performa nce in
relation to gender. 1-lortacsu and Ekinci ( 1992) fou nd results si milar to Ba ltaxe, w ith
children in ki ndergarten, second and fi fth grades who identi fied happiness most

accurately. fo ll owed by anger.
In an earl y study of prosody, Dimitrovsky ( 1964) stud ied 224 children. ages 5 to
12. using audiotape•recordings of sen tences delivered in a voice expressi ng anger.
happ iness. love and sadness. The participants were asked to select a st ick fi gu re drawing,
depicti ng facial expressions and bod ily gestures. of .. the man that it sou nds li ke:· Five•
year olds performed poorly but above chance levels. Gradual improvement para ll eled the
children ' s increases in age. Baltaxe nnd Simmons ( 1985). in a rev iew o r available
literature. concluded that prosodic development does not reach opt imal refi nemen t un til
about age 12.
Du nn et al. ( 199 1) investigated indiv idual differences in children ·s conve rsati ons
w ith their mothers and later abi lity to recognize emot ions. Participan ts were 4 1 childre n
and the ir mothers who were observed in thei r homes when the children were 36 months
o ld. Data was co llec ted on d iscussions o r Feel ing states (sad. happy} between mothers
and children. Whe n the ch ildren we re 6 ½ years o ld. they were assessed usi ng the
Ro thenberg Test of Social Sensit ivi ty. The Rothenbe rg Test of Social Sens itivi ty co ns ists

II

of four audiotape-recorded interactions of a man and a woman displaying the emotions of
happiness, anger, anxiety, and sadness. Participants were instructed to concentrate on the
woman in two of the scenarios and the man in two o f the scenarios. The participants then
loo ked at photographs ofa man and a woman depicting the four feeling states and were
instructed to select the one that corresponded to the feeling the actor they had been
concentrating on was experiencing. The results indicated that children who grew up in
families in which feeling-s tate talk was frequent were better at making judgements about
the emotions of unfamiliar adults . However, the authors noted that ski ll at understanding
another·s fee li ngs docs not guarantee prosocia l behavior.
Cook ct al. (1994) studied 229 first and second grade children to examine the
relationship between individual differences in emotional understanding and disruptive
behavior problems. Seventy-five percent of the participants were in regular education
classes and 25% were in special education. To avoid confound ing factors. children who
were developmentally delayed. mild ly mentally rc1arded. and multip ly handicapped were
excluded from the sample. Disrup1ive behavior was assessed using the Chi ld Behavior
Checklist-Parent Report Form. The measure of emotional understanding used was the
Kusche Affective Interview-Revised. an instrument shown to have good reliability and
valid ity. The Kusche Affective Interview-Revised assesses children's ab ility to identify
five specific emo tional states in themselves and other people. The task required that the
participn nt give verbal responses when identifying the emotional states. The verba l
responses were coded within a cognitive developmental framework. with a hi gher score
indicating a more advanced level of emot iona l understanding.
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Part icipants rated as high in behavior problems provided lower-l eve l responses for
cues used to recognize feelings in oneself and others than did their mode ra te and low
be havior problem peers. The group rated as having moderate behavior problems fell

between the prob lem and non-problem groups for cues used to recognize feeli ngs in
o nese lf and others but di d not differ from either group sign ificantly. According to the
authors. a met hodolog ical weakness encountered in thi s sn1d y included a heavy reliance
on ve rbal responses fro m the participants. Although participants had to have an IQ ofat
least 85 to be incl uded in the study, it is highly possible that some participan ts were
lack ing in verba l ski ll s. and acc urately identified the emotion but were unable to express
it verba ll y.
Marce ll and Jett ( 1985) compared 66 individuals wi th mental retardation (mean
age= 14.5) and 40 nonretarded individuals (mean age= 5.8) on their ability
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identify

an intended emoti on (happy. sad, angl)'. or fear fo l) fro m nonverbal qualities (to ne. pitch.
rate) in an actress· voice on an audiotape. Patterns of emotional identification fo r the
groups were sim ilar. with an overall tendency fo r both groups to confu se fear wi th
happiness. The similar pallerns of emotional identification between the participants with
mental retardat ion and normal pat1icipants was signifi cant because, a lthough the
nonretarded partic ipants were younger than the parti cipants with me nta l retardati on. the
groups were matched by mental age.
Joh nson e t al. ( I 986) investigated recognition of emot io n Goy. sadness. a nger. and
fear) a mong a group o f resident psychiatrists and clini cal psychology interns. Pm1ic ipants
li stened to a tape ofan ac tress speaking the same semantica ll >· neutra l sente nce and g iving
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it each of the four emotions. The authors employed two different judgement procedures.
forced•choice labeling and free-response labeling. Within the forced-choice condition,
the four emotions were correctly identified 99% of the time. In the free-response
condi tion , sadness and anger were correctly identified over 90% of the time. Fear and joy
were correctly identified 50% of the lime. According to the authors, sadness was
recognizable over 90% of the time due to its characteristic nonverbal cues of slow tempo
and little pitch variation, which indicate low energy or passive style of speech. The
authors indicated that anger was consistently recognized due to its fast tempo. high pitch.
and liule pitch variation. Pa1ticipants had the most difficulty identifying fear.
With regard to gender. Bonebright et al. (1996) did find sign ificant differences in
the perception of vocal affect between genders in an undergraduate sample. In their
st udy , females perceived fear. sadness and happiness rnore accurately than males. Males
identified anger more accurately than the females in the sample.

Su1nmarv
The current body of li1era1ure on prosody and understanding of vocal expression
of emotions reveals that the most significant methodological problem is obtaining a valid
and reliable measure of prosody. Since no prosody measure is currently commercially
availab le, researchers are forced to create 1hcir own. Due to the lack of avai lability or a
sta ndard instrument. it is difficult to make meaningful comparisons between results from
studies of prosody in the literature.
It is often di fficult to obtain ri.:al-life recordings of" vocnl expressions of specific
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emotions. Researchers have ethical concerns about ind ucing strong emotional states in a
laboratory where they cou ld be recorded. In addition, ethical considerations limit
researchers ' abi lity to eavesdrop on naturally occurring vocal affect express ions, for
example , in a restaurant. Mov ie and television utterances would be difficult to find with
no background music to aid in perception of emotional tone, or which were conte ntne utral. Unfortunatel y, vocal expressions of emot ion are subject to a high degree of
social control and arc often difficult to replicate in a controlled setting (Scherer. Banse.
Wallbott , & Goldbeck , 1991). A possible so lution would be to use ac tors trained in vocal
express ion w hen creating a measure of prosody. Such actors would be experienced in
expre ss ing emotions vocally , which would lend validity to such a measure.
The current study was designed to create and validate a measure of prosody using
male and female Speech/Commun ication/Theater professors . The professors were chosen
because they have been tra ined in how to use thei r voices to convey emotions.

CHAPTER Ill
Method

~

Participants were 96 students (female:83, male:::J 3, age range 18A6) enrolled in

classes at Austin Peay State University. Participmion was voluntary and each participant
completed an Informed Consent Statement (Appendix A) .

~

Participants in the current study filled out a demographic questionnaire and

answered a series of questions about previous behaviora l problems (Appendix B). The
Seashore Rhythm Test (Append ix C). Speech-Sounds Perception Test (Appendix D). and
Prosodic Cues Test were administered to participants.

Prosodic Cues Test
Part ic ipants were assessed with the Prosodi c Cues Test. an unpublished
instrument, developed by Whiuen, VonPalko. Prather, Lowrance and Garland . The

Prosodic Cues Test was designed to measure the ability of part ici pants to identify
emotions expressed in content•neutral sentences so lely from the prosod ic cues in the
spcaker·s vo ice. The Prosodic Cues Test consisted of an audiotape and answer booklet.
One hundred and eight sentences that are neutral in content were spoken by the second
and third authors of the Prosodic Cues Test, who arc Speech/Conununicationffhcmcr
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professors. In addiLion , six sentences made up the lie scale. On sentences that made up
the li e sca le, the specific emotion being portrayed was stated within the sentence. The lie
scale can help determine if participants were intentionally marking incorrect answers or
not paying allention. The speakers alternated speaking the sentences, which were given
emotion by the prosodic cues in their voices. The emotions used in the pilot ,vere anger,
shame, frustration, happiness, sadness, neutrality, and fright. The pilot test began with
fourteen examples, in wh ich each speaker read a sentence for each emotion being
examined, and then stated which emotion was being expressed. Once the actual test
began, the content-neutral sentences were spoken with at least three different emot ions by
the speakers. The sentences were randomly arranged with respect to content and emotion
contained within the sentence (Appendix E). The sentences were developed by the other
au thors, a specia l education professor. school psychology professor, and a school
psycho logy graduate student. The sentences were designed to be developmentally
appropriate for children ages 6 to 11, who will ultimately be assessed with the Prosodic
Cues Test.
The answer booklet consisted ofa series of faces in numbered lines (Appendix F).
There was a numbered line for each sentence being read by the speakers. The speaker
stated the number of the sentence before actually reading the sentence. The faces
consisted of circles with no features other than eyes, nose. and mouth. Each face was
given expression by the eyes and mouth. The features of the face were derived from
Missagh i- Lakshman and Wh isscll ( 1991) who stated that cITcctive decoding of facial
expressions requires fami liarity with a widely accepted symbo l system of emotions. The
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symbol system is not random, but renects and sometimes exaggerates aspects o f facia l
expression. For example, an upturned mouth symbolizes happiness; a wrinkled brow,
slanted eyebrows, and exposed teeth symbolize anger; and wide eyes symbol ize fear.
In add ition, each face on the answer sheet was labeled with the appropriate,
corresponding emotion. The emotion faces were gender-neutral. Participants were given
10 seconds to mark the appropriate emotion-face on their answer sheet after the speaker
read the emotion-sentence, eliminating any need for verbal response by the participants.

Speech-Sounds Perception Test
The Speech-Sounds Perception Test is part of the 1-lalstead-Reimn
Neuropsychological Battery. The Speech-Sounds Percept ion Test consisted of60
standard ized test items (Reitan & Wolfson, 1992). Partic ipants listened to a series of
nonsense syllables presented by a cassette tape recording and matched them wit h
alternatives on an answer sheet. The test measured a participant's ability to matc h a
spoken word to the correct alternative among a group of similar printed sounds . T he
score consisted of the number of errors or omissions among the 60 items.

Seashore Rhvthm Test
T he Seashore Rhythm Test is part of the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsyc holog ical
Battery. The Seashore Rhy thm Test measured participan t's ability to disc riminate
variations in rhythmic patterns (Reitan & Wolfson , 1992). Thirty pairs of rhytlun ical
patlerns were presented via a standard ized tape record ing. Participants j udged whether
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lhe second stimuli in each pair was the same or different than the first , and wrote '·S" or
''D" on an answer sheet. The score consisted of the number correct among the 30 items

(Reitan & Wolfson).
Both the Speech-Sounds Perception Test and Seashore Rhythm Test are
considered to be measures of auditory perception and processing (Leck liter, Forster,
Klonoff, & Knights, 1992; Sherer, Parsons, Nixon. & Adams, 1991 ). Therefore , both
instruments were used in the current study to screen participants' levels of auditory
perception and processing to determine if there was adequate functioning in these areas in
the pilot samp le.

~

Testing took place in a group sett ing, with approx imately JO partic ipants per

session. Informed consent form; demographic information sheet and behavioral
questionnaire; and answer sheets for the Speech-Sounds Perception Test. Seashore
Rhythm Test, and Prosodic Cues Test were stapled together and distributed as a single
packet to each participant. Participants completed the Informed Consent Form: the
demographic information sheet and behavioral questionnaire; Speech-Sounds Perception
Test; Seashore Rhythm Test; and the Prosodic Cues Test. After comp leting all
instruments, participants were thanked for their time and partic ipation in the study. Some
participants received extra credit in their psychology classes for part ic ipat ing in the study.
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A1llllms
A chi square analysis was performed on each statement of the Prosodic Cues Test
to determ ine if any emotion was perceived as intended by a significant portion of
participants. !fa statement was perceived to relay a specific emotion to a significant
degree the statement was evaluated to determine which emotion was most often chosen to
be reflected by the utterance. In order to be considered for retcmion in the revised version

of the Prosodic Cues Test. at least 50% of participants had to correct ly perceive the
intended emotion. Quest ions retained. based on data from this study, have been
consolidated into a revised version of the script fo r the Prosodic Cues Tes!.

CHAPTER IV

Results

Participants (Nz 96; fema les=83; males=l3; age range 18-46) lis1ened to the
Prosodic Cues Test, an instrument designed to measure the abil ity of participants to
identify emotions expressed in content-neutral sentences solely from the prosodic cues in

the speaker's voice. In addition, participants' levels of auditory perception and
processi ng were screened with the Speech-Sounds Perception Test and the Seashore

Rhythm Test.
The Speech-Sounds Perception Test and Seashore Rhythm Test were used as a
screening device to ensure that participants possessed adequate levels of auditory

perception and processing. The majority of participants made three or less errors on the
Seashore Rhythm Test and six o r less errors on 1he Speech Sounds Perceplion Test.
which is considered by the author of the tests to be a 90% accuracy rate. No participants
ach ieved less than a 70% accuracy rate on either the Seashore Rhythm Test or Speech
Sounds Perception Test. For the purpose of the current study, all participants were
judged to display adequate levels of auditory perception and processing. No participants
were dropped from the study due to inadequate auditory perception or processi ng.
A chi square was performed on each of the statements on the Prosodic Cues Test.
All chi•squares were found to be statistically significant (alpha~.05).
Within the Prosodic Cues Test, neutrality was most ofien correctly perceived by
participants. Out o f 26 statements intended to convey neutrality. 2 1 were correct ly
perceived by at least 50% of part icipants. Anger was correctly percei\·cd by at least 50%
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of participants in 8 out of 13 s1atements. Out o f 12 statements intended to convey

sadness, 7 of the statements were perceived as intended by at least 50% of participants.
Over half of the statements intended to convey happiness (JO out of 18 statements) and
fright (7 out of 13 statements) were perceived as intended by at least 50% of participants.
Less than half of the statements intended to convey frustration (6 out of 17 statements)
and shame (2 out of 12 statements) were perceived as intended by at least 50% of
pmtic ipants.
Part icipants' overall performance was examined by compari ng the num ber of
statements perceived as intended by

a1

least 50% of participants on the first and second

halves of the Prosodic Cues Test. Overall performance did not differ s ignificantly . wi th
3 1 statements on the firs t half and 30 statements on the second half perceived as intended
by at least 50% of par1icipants.

CHAPTER V

Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to obtain initial reliabi lity and validity darn
for the Prosodic Cues Test. The instrument originally comained 114 statements,
depicting seven different emotions. The intent was to select the five most accurately
perceived statements for each emotion and revise the test to contain 35 statements. The
Prosodic C ues Test was developed to ultimately be used with children with behavior
problems, to determine if they have more difficulty perceiving prosodic cues in speech
than normal children. The literature indicates 1hat children with behavior problems may
possess deficits in emotional understanding (Cook et al., 1994). If this is found to be true.
prevention and treatment programs cou ld be developed for child ren with significant
behavior problems. or chi ldren at-risk for such problems based on prosodic development.
Since no commercially available measure currently ex ists to assess participants·
perception of emotion in content-neutral vocalizations. researchers have been forced

lO

create their own measures to suit the specific needs of their studies. Unfortunately. such
studies are often subject 10 a number of methodological shortcomings which render the
evaluation of the results rather difficult, and often prevents accumulation and
genera li zation of findings. The current study attempted to overcome some of1he
methodological problems encountered by studies found in the literature.
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Me1hodolocic:al Improvements
Sometimes a single actor or actress was used for the portraya l o f emoti on, making

it difficult to eval uate the effects of individual differences (Ba ltaxe. 1991 ; Courtri ght &

Court right, 1983; Cutler & Swinney, 1987; Johnson et al., 1986; Trauncr et al. , 1993).
The Prosod ic C ues Test used both male and femal e voices to portray the different
emotions. Research indicated that participants in si milar studies more accurately
ide ntified actors ' anger statements and actress· happy statements (Baltaxe; Bonebright et
al.. 1996; Co urtri ght & Courtright). The current study revealed simil ar results. Out of

eight anger vocal izations percei ved as intended by at least 50% ofparticipams. six were
spoken in a male voice. Si mil arly, ou1 of 12 vocalizations in1ended 10 co,wc)' happiness
1hat were pe rceived as intended by at least 50% of participants, 7 were spoken in a female
voice . As an additiona l adva11 1age over some prior swdi es. 1he current study used an
acto r and actress professionally trained to convey emotions with thei r voices.
The current study used the Speech Sounds Perception Test and Seashore Rhy1hm
Test as a screening device to determine whether participants possessed adequate auditory
percept io n. The use of these instruments as a screening device was important because it
ensured that participa nts were accurately perceiving the sounds that they heard. It a lso
helped to eliminate inadequate auditory perception as a source of variance in the results of
the study .
As a n addit ional improvement over a previous swdy (Courtrigh1 & Courtrig h1 .

1983). the Prosod ic Cues Test contained statements that were neutral in content. With
1his format. partic ipa nts were unable to use co ntext clues in determining the intended
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emotion. Instead, partic ipa111s had to rely solely on prosodic cues in the speake r's voices
in order to determine the intended emotion.

The Prosodic Cues Test contained a wider range of emotions (seven) than
instruments in most other studies. The average number of emotio ns portrayed in the
studies reviewed was four (Baltaxe, 1991 ; Bonebright et al., 1996; Cook et aL 1994;
Cou rtri ght & Courtright. I 983; Dimi1rovsky, I 964 ; Dunn et al. , 1991 ; Johnson et al. ,

1986; Marcell & Jett, 1985). In addition, 1he number of emotion statements was larger
tlrnn in most other swdies, allowing the researchers 10 select those statements found to be
more highly reliable and valid for inclusion in the revised instrument.
The current study using the Prosodic Cues Test included 96 participants. more
than some other stud ies that pretested prosodic perception instruments (Ba ltax e, 1991:
Hortacscu & Ekini, 1992). A larger sample provided results that arc considered more
representative of the population at large. and as a result. more va lid and rel iable.

Comparison

of Current Results With Results ofSmclies Found in the Literature

Results from the current study indicate that neutrality was most often correct ly
perceived by at least 50% ofpaiticipanls (21 out of26 statements). This data conflicts
with another st udy that found anger and happiness to be most highly identified (Ba ltaxe,
1991 ). However. participants in that study were children. who have been found to have a

tendency to identify emotions of a negative valence more accurately. In a review of the
literature. Baltaxc noted that adults do not have the tendency to identify emotions of a
negative va lence more accurately.
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A possible explanation fo r the high accurate perception rate of neutral statements
was suggested by Frick ( 1985 ), who postulated that utterances expressing a lack of
emotion may be spoken more quickly than statements expressing other emotions. The
quickness of speech may have indicated neutrality to a high number of participants.
Alternatively , it is possible that neutrality was most often correctly perceived by a
significant portion ofparlicipants because. if unable to discern a specific emotion. they
simply defaulted to the neutral category.
Anger, sadness, happiness. and fright, respectively, were the next most accurately
identified emotions. with between 62% to 54% of alt statements for these emotions
identified as intended by at least 50% ofpar1icipa11ts. These results coincide with
previous research (Baltaxe, 1991) 1hat indicmed a high rate of identification for these
emotions. Baltaxe suggests that these emotions were more highly accurately identilicd
because they are considered stronger. or more indicative of strong feelings.
Frustration and shame were accurately identified by at least 50% ofpanicipants in
35% and 16% of statements, respectively. Participants· relative inability to accurately
identify shame and frustration may have been due to inaccurate portrayal by the speakers
portraying the emotions verbally on the audiotape. Due to the low rate of accurate
identification. shame has been dropped from the revised version of the Prosodic Cues
Test. Shame wi ll also be deleted from the emotion-faces on the answer sheet.
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Misidentificat ion of Fmotions
With regard to the misidentification of emotions, no real pattern emerged.

Sadness and neutrality were most often confused for each other. This is of note.
considering the slow pace that characterizes sad vocal izat ions and the quickness of
speech believed to be characteristic of neutrality. Once again. this could be a result of
inaccurate portrayal by the speakers, or participants may have simply defaulted to the
neutral category if the emotion portrayed was unclear. The largest number of
misidentified emotions were labeled as sad, followed by neutral.

~

It is important to note that although all participants were of college age and judged

to possess adequate auditory perception and processing, it is possible that some
participants may not yet have attained a mature level of emotional understanding. and
therefore fai led to accurately identify 1he emotions portrayed on the Prosodic Cues Test.
Another limitation of the current study is that emotions in vocalizations on the
Prosodic Cues Test were taken out of1he context of human interaction in which they
usually funct ion, which may have limited participants' accurate perception and
interpretation.

Retai11ed Statements
Statements retained for the revised version of the Prosodic Cues Test wen:
considered to be valid and reliable indicators of the specific emotion be ing portrayed.
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Retained statements were considered reliable due to 1he significance of the chi•squarc
performed , indicating that responses were skewed towards a particular emotion, not

even ly distributed across categories.
In o rder to be considered for retention in the revised version of the Prosodic C ues
Test , a statement had to be perceived as intended by at least 50% of participants. Five
siatements fo r each emotion (with the exception o f shame) which had the hi ghest
percentage of correct identification by partic ipants were retained fo r the revised ve rs ion
of the test (Appe ndix G). If a statement was intended to convey a specific emot io n. and
was found to portray that emotion as judged by agreement o f at least 50% of partici pants,
then that statement was considered a valid indicalor of that emotion. Conversely. if a
statement was intended to convey a speci fi c emotion, but actually tapped in to other
emotions to a signi fi can1 degree. then the statement was obviously an invalid indicator of
the intended emotion.

Qualitative Information
Although participants' performance on the latter part of the Prosodic Cues Test
did not differ significant ly from performance on the first half of the test. participants
showed and expressed signs of boredom and fa tigue. Participants exhibited the following
behaviors during the testing session: sighing, shifting in seat, putting head down on table,
st.indi ng up. and nipping to the back of the test booklet to see how many questio ns
remained . Several partic ipants commented that the test was too long. and sho uld be
shortened. Pai1icipants were told that shortening the test was the purpose o f the research.
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In addition, participants commented that some statements were hard to hear due to poor
tape qua lity. Suc h items have been eliminated from the revised version of the Prosodic

Cues Test.

future

Directions
Now that initial reliability and validity data has been obtained for the Prosodic

Cues Test. a shorter, revised version of the Prosodic Cues Test scri pt has been created
using the 30 statemen ts. five fo r each emotion, judged to be the most valid and reliable.
based on the results of the current study . The next step is to edit the Prosodic Cues Tl!st
audiotnpe to reflect the revisions, as well as renumber the statements in sequential order.
Eventua ll y. 1his instrument will be validated on a group ofnonnal children. ages 610 11.
before ii is used with children with behavior problems. In the future, after standardization
of the Prosodic Cues Test is complete. the authors hope to publish the instrument and
make it commercially available.
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Appendi x A

Pilot Study of Prosodic Cues Test
Informed Consent Form: Adult Volunteer
Austi n Peay State University
The purpose of the current research study is to validate a new instrument to use to
detennine a person's abili ty to infer emotion by the prosodic cues in speech. If you agree
to participate in the study you will listen to or watch a series of 11 4 neutral sentences that
will be spoken with different emotional tones. You will be asked to mark one o fa series
of faces that match the emotion you 1hink the person is feeling. You wi ll also be asked to
fill out a demographics sheet. You will not be asked to reveal your name or other
identifyi ng infonnation. Occasiona lly other members of the scientific community may
request infonnation. Such requests wi ll be honored. However, your name wi ll never be
revealed nor associated with your responses in any way.
There are no legal, social or psychological risks anticipated in this study. You may stop
at any time by simp ly laying down your pencil and leaving the room. The test wi ll be
administered in a group and your answers will not ever be linked to this permission sl ip .
Your participation is entirely voluntary. You are free to tenninate you r participation at
anytime until your responses are turned in. It will be impossible to remove your
responses after that time for there will be no way to identify your protocol.
Specificall y you are being requested to:
Listen to an audio tape or watch a video of two commentators speaking
114 net~entences using different emotional tones and marking an answer sheet with
the emoti on you feel was portrayed.
_ _ Fill out a demographics questionnaire that asks about age, race, gender,
and previous behaviora l prob lems.
_ _ Take two tests designed to measure abi lity to differentiate tones and to
understand the sounds of human speech nonnal used for neuropsychological evaluation.
Your answers wi ll then be analyzed with the rest of the participants so that the sentences
w ith the highest correct answer rate can be chosen fo r the final version of the test. You
wi ll be part of the standardization study.
We are hoping that this instrument will allow psychologists and educators to detenn ine
which chi ldren experience behavior problems because they do not understand the
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emotion in human speech.
If you have any questions concerning this study please feel free to contact Or. Janice D.
Martin 931-648-7488.
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Pilot Study of Prosodic Cues Test
Informed Consent Form: Adult Volunteer
Austin Peay State University

I agree to participate in the Pilot Study of the Prosodic Cues Test as exp lained to me.

Specifically I agree to:
_ _ Listen to an audio tape or watch a video of two commentators speaking
I 14 neutral sentences using different emotional tones and marking an answer sheet with
the emotion you feel was portrayed.
_ _ Fill out a demographics questionnaire that asks about age, race, gender,
and previous behavioral problems.
_ _ Take two tests designed to measure ability to differentiate tones and to
understand the sounds of human speech nom1al used for neuropsychological evaluat ion.
I have been informed verbally and in writi ng of the procedures to be fo llowed and about
any d iscomfort that may be involved in participat ion in this project. I understand that this
research project is being directed by Christi na Garland under the direction of Dr. Janice
Martin of the Psychology Department at Austin Peay State University. Ms. Garland and
Dr. Martin has agreed to answer any further questions that I may have and will be
available afier the project is over to answer any questions that I may have. I understand
that I am free to tem1inate my participation at any time. I understand that there will be no
penalty of any kind for choosing to withdraw from this project. I have also been told of
the benefit to myself and others from my participation.

Name (please print)

Signature
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Appendix B
Prosodic Cues Test Validation Study
Demographics:Adults

age

_ _ _ _ yrs _ _ _ mo

race
gender _

_

_

When you were in elementary school wou ld you consider your behavior:

exce ll ent

better than
average

Average

Problematic

Serious ly
Problematic

When you were in elementary school were vou disciplined:

never

hardly

Average

Frequent ly

Very

Oflen

ever
When you were in e lementary schoo l did you have:

mo re
friends
than most

many

friends

some
friends

few
friend s

very few
friends
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Appendix C

SEASHORE RHYTHM TEST
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I
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Appendix E

Prosodic Cues Test
Prosody is the tone of voice we use to give emotion to our sentences. We use prosody to
make our sentences sound happy, sad, angry, afraid, frightened or frustrated. In this test
you are going to hear a series of sentences. They will be spoken by a male voice or a
female voice. You will hear many of the sentences more than once but they will be
spoken differently. The voices will vary in the tone of voice used.
On the paper in front of you will notice a series of faces in numbered lines. The faces
express an emotion. Under each face is written an emotion. For each sentence you hear
you are to "X" the face that corresponds to the emotion you hear. Remember it is not the
words but the tone of voice that determines the emotion.
Look at your answer page.
First we will try some examp les: Listen carefully. The first sentence is:
The Redskins beat Dallas 22 10 0. (NEUTRAL)
The first face on your answer sheet is ANGRY. Listen to the first sentence ANGRY.
The Redskins beat Dallas - 22 10 0. (ANGRY)
Put an X through the angry face next to the number I under examples.
The second face next to example I is ASHAMED. Listen to the first sentence
ASHAMED.
The Redskins beat Dallas - 22 10 0. (ASHAMED)
Put an "X" through the ashamed face next to number I in the examp les.
The third face on the line is FRUSTRATED. Listen to the first sentence FRUSTRATED.
The Redskins beat Dallas - 22 to 0. (FRUSTRATED)
Put an "X" through the frustrated face next to number I in the examples.
The next face on your answer sheet is FRIGHTENED. Listen to the first sentence
FRIGHTENED.
The Redskins beat Dallas - 22 10 0. (FRIGHTENED)
Put an X through the frightened face next to the number I under examples.
The fifih face next to example 1 is NEUTRAL Listen to the first sentence NEUTRAL.
The Redskins beot Dallas - 22 to 0. (NEUTRAL)
Put an "X" through the neutral face next to number I in the examp les.
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The next face on the line is HAPPY. Listen to the first sentence HAPPY .
The Redskins beat Da llas - 22 to 0. (HAPPY)
Put an "X" through the happy race next to number I in the examples.
The last face on the line is SAD. Listen to the fi rst sentence SAD.

The Redskins beat Dallas - 22 to 0. (SAD)
Put an "X" through the sad face next to number l in the examples.
Let's try another example. Look on your answer sheet and find the second row of faces
under EXAMPLES.
Listen carefu lly the second sentence is:
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (NEUTRAL)
The first face on your answer sheet is ANGRY. Listen to the second example sentence
ANGRY.
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (ANGRY)
Put an "X" through the angry face.
The second face next to example 2 is ASHAMED. Listen 10 the second sente nce
AS HAM ED.
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (ASHMIED)
Put an "X" through the ashamed face.
The third face on the line is FRUSTRATED. Listen to the second sentence
FRUSTRATED.
My friend Rebecca's fathe r married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas.
(FRUSTRATED)
Put an "X" through the frnstrated face.
The next face on your answer sheet is FRIGHTENED. Listen to the second sentence
FRIGHTENED.
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas.
(FRIGHTENED)
Put an "X" through the frightened face.
The fi nh face next to example 2 is NEUTRAL. Listen to the second sentence
NEUTRAL.
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (NEUTRAL)
Put an "X" through the neutral face.
The next face on the line is HAPPY. Listen to the second sentence HAPPY .
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (HAPPY)
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Put an "X" through the happy face.
The last face on the line is SAD. Listen to the second sentence SAD.
My friend Rebecca's father married a tattooed lady he met in Las Vegas. (SAD)
Put an "X" throu gh the sad face.

NOW WE WILL BEGIN THE TEST. YOU WILL HEAR A NUMBER TO LET YOU
KNOW WHICH LINE TO MARK YOUR ANSWER. YOU WILL HEAR A
SENTENCE. WHEN THE VOICE STOPS MARK THE FACE OF THE EMOTION
THE VOICE USED FOR THAT SENTENCE. THERE IS ONLY ONE EMOTION
FOR EACH TIM E YOU HEAR A SENTENCE. REMEMBER YOU MAY HEAR A
SENTENCE MORE THAN ONCE AND YOU TELL THE EMOTION FROM THE
VOICE NOT THE WORDS.
1.) (FRUSTRATED) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squirted the bottle real
hard. I don't think it will ever come out.
2.) (SAD)Our cat has been gone for 16 days. Today I found the cat.
3.) (HAPPY) Your Dad's going to Memphis tomorrow. He will be gone 2 weeks.
4 .) (FRUSTRATED) Math was my father's favorite subject. This year I am taking
algebra and geometry with Mr. McKenzie the hardest teacher at my school.
5.) (HAPPY) No. My sister can't take reading with us. She's in special ed.
6.) (FRIGHTENED) My father's new secretary didn't recognize my voice. So I
pretended to be a customer from Dallas. I ordered a 100 computers and gave her a
phoney phone number.
7.) (NEUTRAL)What is that smell from the kitchen? Smells like Ms. Flynn is cooking
today. Probably one of her famous "original" recipes we'll be having for lunch.
8.) (ASHAMED) The movie I've been waiting to see is in town. I need $6.00.
9.) (FRUSTRATED) Ms. Jones is out today with the chicken pox. We've got Ms. Smith
as a substitute teacher. Remember what happened before.
10.) (FRUSTRATED)I have posted a list of chores on the refrigerator. When you are
done we can go to the mall.
11 .) (NEUTRAL)There were 20 cookies on this plate. Now they are gone. Do you
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know anything about them?
12.) (ANGRY) Take out the trash. The dog wi ll tear into it if you don't.
l 3.) (FRUSTRATED) I can hear you out there. Who are you? Who's there?
14.) (FRUSTRATED) I don't see anyone. Would you please come here and hold the
flashlight while I look?
15.) (ANGRY) Did you see Billy and Mary on the bus? They were kissing and holding
hands.

16.) (HAPPY) Why are you playing with the soccer ball? Its recess and its raining
outs ide. We are playing with the watercolors.

17.) (ASHAMED) Sit right here. I have to go clean the bathroom ri ght now.
18.) (NEUTRAL) I was outside playing basketball on the driveway, when a big dog
came nmning up. I am playing inside fo r the rest orthe afiemoon.
19.) (NEUTRAL) I am going to show my report card to my dad right after supper.
20.) (ASHAMED) I don't need to go to the dentist. My teeth are fine.
2 1.) (ANGRY) Mr. Martin, the janitor, saw me changing my clothes after gym.
22 .) (FRIGHTENED) I have to go to Principal Smith's office because I ditched school
on Friday. He calls your parents, doesn't he? I starting to get frightened.
23.) (HAPPY) My Aunt Martha got married to a professional boxer. He's 6 years older
than she is and he has a moustache.
24.) (ASHAMED) Close the door. I do not want you to see me in the bathroom.
25.) (NEUTRAL) Johnny doesn't like me anymore.
26.) (NEUTRAL) I sp illed milk on the fl oor and mom is on her way home.
27 .) (HAPPY) There is no schoo l on Friday because of a teacher's meeting, I am so
happy because now we can go to Opryland.
28.) (NEUTRAL) Your Dad's going to Memphis tomorrow. He will be gone 2 weeks.
29.) (SAD) Johnny doesn't like me anymore.
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30.) (NEUTRAL) My Aunt Martha got married to a professional boxer. He's 6 years
o lder than she is and he has a moustache.
31 .} (ANGRY) I waited for you for an hour after school. Why didn't you tell me you
were go ing over to Mark's house. I am so angry with you.
32.) (NEUTRAL) I can hear you out there. Who are you? Who's there?
33.) (FRIGHTENED) I don't see anyone. Would you please come here and ho ld the
flas hl ight while I look?
34.) (HAPPY) Ms. Jones is out today with the chicken pox . We've got Ms. Smith as a
substitute teacher. Remember what happened before.

35.) (HAPPY)I have posted a list of chores on the refrigerator. When you are done we

can go to the mall.
36.) (HAPPY) My father's new secretary didn't recognize my voice. So I pretended to
be a c ustomer from Dallas. I ordered a 100 computers and gave her a phoney phone
number.

3 7.) (FRUSTRATED) I have been trying to call my girlfriend for two hours but her line
is busy. That is so frustrating.

38.) (HAPPY) Who picked Johnny as captain? He's from Canada. Does he know
anything about footba ll? I wonder ifhe will pick me?
39.) (FRIGHTENED) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squirted the bott le real
hard . I don't think it will ever come out.

40.) (FRUSTRATED) I don't need to go to the dentist. My teeth are fine.

41 .) (HAPPY) I was outside playing basketball on the driveway, when a big dog came
running up. I am playing inside for the rest of the afternoon.
42 .) (SAD) My best fri end Jill is moving to At lanta. Her dad got a new job and they are
leav ing next week. I am feeling very sad.
43 .) (FRIGHTENED) I spilled milk on the floo r and mom is on her way home.

44.) (FRUSTRATED) Mom isn't home. No one is here but us. So why do I hear water
running?
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45.) (FRUSTRATED) Did you see Billy and Mary on the bus? They were kissing and
holding hands.
46.) (HAPPY) He looks much bigger in person than he does on TV. Does he like kids?
Can I pet him?
47 .) (ANGRY) Why are you playing with the soccer ball? Its recess and its raining
outside. We are playing with the watercolors.

48.) (SAD) My father's new secretary didn't recognize my voice. So I pretended to be a
customer from Dallas. I ordered a 100 computers and gave her a phoney phone number.
49.) (ANGRY) Who picked Johnny as captain? He's from Canada. Does he know
anything about football? I wonder ifhe will pick me?

50.) (FRIGHTENED) My Aunt Martha got married to a professional boxer. He's 6
years older than she is and he has a moustache.
51.) {HAPPY) Johnny doesn't like me anymore.
52.) (FRIGHTENED) I can hear you out there. Who are you? Who's there?

53.) (NEUTRAL) Why are you playing with the soccer ball? Its recess and its raining
outside. We are playing with the watercolors.
54.) (NEUTRAL) Put your books away.
55.) (SAD) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squi rted the bott le real hard. I don't
think it wi ll ever come out.
56.) (FRIGHTENED) I was outside playing basketball on the driveway, when a big dog
came running up . I am playing inside for the rest of the afternoon.
57.) (ASHAMED) Mr. Martin, the janitor, saw me changing my clothes after gym.
58.) (ANGRY) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squirted the bottle real hard.
don't think it w ill ever come out.
59.) (FRUSTRATED) Math was my father's favorite subject. Th is year I am taking
algebra and geometry with Mr. McKenzie the hardest teacher at my school.
60.) (HAPPY) I am going to show my report card to my dad right after supper.
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61.) (FRUSTRATED) Sit right here. I have to go clean the bathroom right now.
62.) (HAPPY)Did you see Billy and Mary on the bus? They were kissing and ho lding
hands.

63.) (NEUTRAL) Mom isn't home. No one is here but us. So why do I hear waler
running?
64.) (FRUSTRATED) My Aunt Martha got married to a professional boxer. He's 6

years older than she is and he has a moustache.
65 .) (ASHAMED) I spilled milk on the floor and mom is on her way home.
66.) (ASHAMED) Why did you hit your sister? I am so ashamed of you, go to your
room right now and stay there until I tell you to come out. You need to think about what
you did!
67.) (NEUTRAL) Who picked Johnny as captain? He's from Canada . Does he know
anything about football? I wonder ifhe will pick me?.
68.) (SAD) What is that smell from the kitchen? Smells like Ms . Flynn is cooking
today. Probably one of her famous "original" recipes we'll be having for lunch.
69.) (NEUTRAL)I have posted a list of chores on the refrigerator. When you are done
we can go to the mall.
70.) (ANGRY) The movie I've been waiting to see is in town. I need 56.00.
71.) (ASHAMED) My Aunt Martha got married to a professional boxer. He's 6 years
older than she is and he has a moustache.
72.) (FRIGHTENED) Mr. Martin, the janitor, saw me changing my clothes after gym.
73.) (ASHAMED) I was outside playing basketball on the driveway, when a big dog
came running up. I am playing inside for the rest of the afternoon.
74.) (SAD) Your Dad's going to Memphis tomorrow. He will be gone 2 weeks.
75.) (NEUTRAL) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squirted the bottle real hard.
I don't think it will ever come out.
76.) (SAD) Math was my father's favorite subject. This year I am taking algebra and
geometry with Mr. McKenzie the hardest teacher at my schoo l.
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77.) (HAPPY)I don't need to go to the dentist. My teeth are fine.
78.) (NEUTRAL) Sit right here. I have to go clean the bathroom right now.
79.) (NEUTRAL) Mr. Martin, the janitor, saw me changing my clothes after gym.
80.) (HAPPY) Our cat has been gone for 16 days. Today I found the cat.
81.) (NEUTRAL) I don '1 see anyone. Would you please come here and hold the
flashlight while I look?
82.) (HAPPY) Math was my father's favorite subject. This year I am taking algebra and
geometry with Mr. McKenzie the hardest teacher at my school.
83.) (FRUSTRATED) Take out the trash. The dog will tear into it if you don't.
84.) (NEUTRAL)My father's new secretary didn't recognize my voice. So I pretended
to be a customer from Dallas. I ordered a 100 computers and gave her a phoney phone
number.
85.) (SAD) Who picked Johnny as captain? He's from Canada. Does he know anything
about footba\1? l wonder ifhe will pick me?
86.) (NEUTRAL)The movie I've been waiting to see is in town. I need S6.00.
87.) (ASHAMED) I am going to show my report card to my dad right after supper.
88.) (FRIGHTENED) I don't need to go to the dentist. My teeth are fine.
89.) (FRUSTRATED) Your Dad's going to Memphis tomorrow. He will be gone 2
weeks.
90.) (ASHAMED) Look at this ketchup on my shirt. Kevin squirted the bottle real hard.
I don't think it will ever come out.
91.) (ANGRY) Close the door. I do not want you to see me in the bathroom.
92.) (HAPPY) What is that smell from the kitchen? Smells like Ms. Flynn is cooking
today. Probably one of her famous "original" recipes we'll be having for lunch.
93.) (NEUTRAL) No. My sister can't take reading with us. She's in special ed.
94.) (NEUTRAL) Take out the trash. The dog will tear into it if you don't.
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95.) (SAD) No. My sister can't take reading with us. She's in special ed ..
96.) (FRIGHT ENED) Ms. Jones is out today with the chicken pox. We've got Ms.
Smith as a substitute teacher. Remember what happened before.
97.) (NEUTRAL) He looks much bigger in person than he does on TV. Does he li ke
kids? Can I pet him?

98.) (NEUTRAL) Ms. Jones is out today with the chicken pox. We've got Ms. Sm ith as
a substitute teacher. Remember what happened before.
99.) (FRIGHTENED) Take out the trash. The dog will tear into it if you don'I.

100.) (NEUTRAL)Our cat has been gone for 16 days. Today I found the cat.
101 .) (ASHAMED) Johnny doesn't like me anymore.

102.) (NEUTRAL) I don't need to go to the dentist. My teeth are fine.
103.) (FRUSTRATED} What is that smell from the kitchen? Smells like Ms. Flynn is
cook ing today. Probably one of her famous "original" recipes we'll be having for lunch.

I 04.) (FRIGHTENED) Mom isn't home. No one is here but us. So why do I hear water
nmning?
105.) (NEUTRAL) Close the door. I do not want you to see me in the bathroom.
I 06.) (ANGRY) Johnny doesn't like me anymore.
107.) (ANGRY) Your Dad's going to Memphis tomorrow. He wi ll be gone 2 weeks.
I 08.) (FRIGHTENED) He looks much bigger in person than he docs on TV. Does he
like kids? Can I pet him?
I 09.) (FRUSTRATED) There were 20 cookies on this plate. Now they are gone. Do
you know anyth ing about them?
110.) (SAD) I am going to show my report card to my dad right after supper.
111 .) (NEUTRAL)Did you see Billy and Mary on the bus? They were kissing and
holding hands.
112.) (ANGRY) Mom isn't home. No one is here but us. So why do I hear water
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running?
11 3.) (SAD) Sit right here. I have to go clean the bathroom ri ght now.
114.) (ANGRY) There were 20 cookies on this plate. Now they are gone. Do you know
anything about them?
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